
TAICHO – The Pack Leader
You lead.  The others follow.  Your word is law, and you must be prepared to enforce it at all times.  
You are the rider the enemy sees first, and you must always embody the Pack spirit.

Playing the Taicho

When you pick up the Taicho you are saying “I want to give orders and have the other motobushi obey 
me without question.  You are large and in charge and you should make that apparent.  Don't waffle.  
Don't sit on fences.  The Pack looks to you for leadership, and you must provide it

Riding Position:  you are the Taicho.  You ride in front.  Only the Kusawake rides ahead, to scout the 
way.

Taicho Abilities

Chain of Command (Taicho):  On the first turn of a duel that you initiated against another Pack member
you can return your Initiative card to your hand and play another one before revealing it

Ki Trigger:  you can earn Ki by threatening or intimidating those beneath you.

Lesson Trigger:  you can earn a Lesson by completely humiliating an ally or underling

Primary Power – The Lord's Fist:  by spending Ki equal to the current stage of the Duel, you can 
Counter or Block with a King and ignore Strike Range

Secondary Power -  should you ever suffer a Karmic Retribution, everyone else in the Pack suffers one 
as well.

Fratricide Power:  When a brother starts a fight with you and you slay them, remove all of your stains 
and gain one free Evolution.

Sword Technique – Relentless Assault:  spend 1 Ki.  Your next card can only be countered by a card of 
the same suit.

Bike Technique – when you Stain-Shift to your bike, you pay 1 Endurance to get rid of a number of 
stains equal to your current Highway Tier plus 1.



HAHAOYA – the Den Mother
You are the heart of the pack:  counselor and troublemaker, adviser or lover (or both) of the Taicho.  
You have the leader's ear and frequently use it to your advantage.  In many ways you are the other 
leader of the Pack.  Your relationship to the Taicho is close – perhaps intimate, perhaps familial.  You 
are a force to be reckoned with, and other Pack members should fear your wrath.

Playing the Hahaoya

When you pick the Hahaoya you are saying “I want to influence intra-Pack politics and conflict.  The 
Hahaoya works best when balancing between resolving conflicts in the Pack and causing them.  Pitting 
brothers against each other and then healing the wounds is where the Hahaoya excels.  The Hahaoya 
also serves as a foil to the Taicho.

Riding Position:  as the “heart” of the pack, you ride in the center.

Hahaoya Abilities

Chain of Command (Junchou – High Command): Once per conflict, you can force a lower level Pack 
member opponent to discard their last played card and play another in it's place.

Ki Trigger:  you can earn Ki discovering a new secret that could really shake things up

Lesson Trigger:  you can earn a Lesson if a secret you have kept causes misfortue to your Pack.

Primary Power – Check and Mate:  by spending Ki you may block a King by playing a Queen of the 
same or higher suit.  Note that a following King can still block your Queen.

Secondary Power -  Whenever any Packmate would take Stains in your Presence, you can take them 
instead, without their permission or consent, up to your current Pack tier (1).

Fratricide Power:  Whenever a Packmate kills another Packmate in defense of your honor, you burn 
Stains equal to your current Pack tier (1), and both of you record a Lesson.

Sword Technique – Float and Sting:  discard a number of cards equal to your Sword Tier (1).  Your 
opponent reduced their Strike range by that amount for the remainder of the duel.

Bike Technique – at the beginning of all racing or chase-focused Duels, draw bonus cards equal to your 
current Highway tier (1)



SHIGAKA – The Historian
You record the annals of the Pack, help design their masks, and maintain their mon.  You recite Pack 
histories and exploits during mealtime and keep the crew in good spirits.  During battle you chant the 
lineages of the members and the exploits of the Pack to bolster the Pack's confidence and intimidate the
enemy.

Playing the Shigaka

When you pick the Shigaka you are saying “I want to support my brothers in everything they do, and 
make their history known to the world.  The Shigaka is a support character, but that doesn't mean she 
can't act on her own.  The Shigaka frequently acts as a second in other Pack members duels.

Riding Position:  Second-to-last, just ahead of the Shigari

Shigaka Abilities

Chain of Command (Junchou – High Command):  Once per conflict you can force a lower-ranked Pack
member opponent to discard their last-played card and play another in its place.

Ki Trigger:  you can earn Ki by giving advice to a Pack member that leads to their success.

Lesson Trigger:  a Pack member exceeds your capability, or succeeds despite your warnings.

Primary Power – Master of the Annals:  before another Brother engages in a Gambit or Duel, recite 
aloud an inspiring piece of the character's history with the Pack.  The rest of the play group must deem 
it suitably relevant and glorious.

 If a Gambit – the player's total cards are increased by your Pack tier (1).
 If a Duel – that player acquires a temporary “glory pool” equal to your Pack tier (1).  Glory 

points can be spent any time during the duel as if they were Ki points, or add +1 to a 
Maneuver's strike range.  Glory pool cannot be shared or stolen, and disappears when the duel 
ends.

Secondary Power -  When you serve as a Second in a Duel, your Pack Tier is added as a bonus draw to 
the hand of the Duelist you are supporting.

Fratricide Power:  When you kill another Brother in a duel, your Ki Pool is completely replenished 
after the Duel ends, and all other Pack members Ki pools are immediately reduced to zero.

Sword Technique – Fire From the Hip:  spend 1 Ki to activate this on your opponent's turn, 
immediately after they have played their card.  Play a card directly from the top of the deck

 if this card blocks or counters your opponent's card successfully, it constitutes your turn, 
ignoring strike range.

 If the card does not block or counter, take one Stain, discard the card, and take your turn 
normally.

Bike Technique – when Stunting in Rugged terrain, your strike range is increased by your current 
highway tier (1).



SHINGARI – The Tail Gunner
You are combination grease monkey and vehicular quartermaster for the Pack, and also the rear guard.  
You help keep the pace at the rear and also help with repairs for those who fall behind.  You keep track 
of the scrap and supplies and maintain the Pack's weaponry.  Also known as the “Road Captain” the 
Shingari plans the travel routes and makes sure everyone gets there sooner or later.  When someone 
springs an oil leak, you are on the spot to fix it.  You are always the last one out.

Playing the Shingari

When you pick the Shigari, you are saying “I want  to hold the rear, pick up the slack, keep the bikes in
good shape, and keep a good eye out for the others in the Pack.”  The Shigari works best as a deliberate
and strategic character.  With careful planning and a keen eye for operations, the Shigari can be a 
formidable character.

Riding Position:  the Shigari always rides at the very rear to assist stragglers.

Shingari Abilities

Chain of Command ((Junchou – High Command):  Once per conflict you can force a lower-ranked 
Pack member opponent to discard their last-played card and play another in its place.

Ki Trigger:  You make an in-character wager and it is accepted by another player.

Lesson Trigger:  you can earn a Lesson by losing a wager big time and surviving.

Primary Power – Salvage  you treat the Discard pile as a Faction during Duels.  You can only access a 
limited number of cards at the top of the Discard pile, equal to your Pack tier (1), and each use costs 
you 1 Ki.

Secondary Power -  once per session you may shift points between any two Pack Resources.  The 
maximum number of points that can be shifted is equal to your Pack tier (1).

Fratricide Power:  When you fight against another Brother in a Duel, you can draw upon your superior
knowledge of supplies and engineering to spend Operations like Ki.  When you kill another Brother in 
a duel, increase Pack Operations by the total number of dots filled on their Highway diamond.

Sword Technique – Deepest Sleeves Hide Secrets:  activate immediately after Duel questions have 
been answered.  Spend an amount of Ki equal to your Sword tier (1). Discard that many cards from 
your hand and redraw from the deck.

Bike Technique – Whenever you would gain Morale through your in-game actions, increase the amount
by your Highway tier (1).  



KUSAWAKE – The Trail Blazer
You are the forward scout, the fastest rider in the Pack.  Your keen eyes are the Pack's first line of 
defense against ambushes and other dangers of the open road.  A good Kusawake scouts out the 
battlefield in advance.  When travelling, you ride ahead of the pack – sometimes miles ahead, 
sometimes just within sight.

Playing the Kusawake

When you pick the Kusawake you are saying “I want to see what lies ahead and warn the Pack of 
impending danger.  With a Kusawake in the group the Pack will have a greater understanding of the 
road ahead – unless the Kusawake chooses to use her knowledge to further her own plans and ability.

Riding Position:  You ride alone, far ahead of the Pack, and keep an eye out for dangers and ambush.

Kusawake Abilities

Chain of Command (Keisostsu - Masked):  Against any other Pack member, your Concedes cannot be 
countered or escalated

Ki Trigger:  You make an in-character joke that gets laughed at for real.

Lesson Trigger:  your sense of humor either saves the day or gets everyone in deep trouble.

Primary Power – Far Sight  when an Omen (Joker) is revealed from the Player Deck by any player, 
you may spend 1 Ki and either

 place it on the bottom of the deck.  Jokers returned to the deck do not trigger Omens.  
OR

 let it become an Omen and draw a new card, which you immediately add to your hand.  This 
temporarily increases your Hand size until the Omen is reshuffled.

This can be done a number of times per session equal to your Pack tier (1).  

Secondary Power -  Outside of a Duel, once per session per Pack tier rank (1) you may look at the top 
cards of the Sensei's deck, then return them to the deck in the same order.  The number of cards is equal
to the character's Pack tier (1).

Fratricide Power:  When you kill a Brother in a Duel, record a Lesson, eliminate all your current 
Stains, and reshuffle all currently-revealed Omens into both decks.

Sword Technique – The Branch Overcomes:  use when Blocking.  Your opponent's next move cannot 
be a Counter.

Bike Technique – when Stunting in Open terrain, increase your strike range by an amount equal to your 
Highway tier (1).  



MIGI UDE – the Enforcer
You are the loyal, living sword of the Taicho, and follow even the most despicable orders with 
enthusiasm and skill.  Your ability to follow orders without question is crucial to your closeness to the 
Pack leader, who frequently calls upon you to perform messier tasks that no one else wants to do.  Your
actions are most effective when they put you at odds with the rest of the Pack, taking the burden of the 
Pack's anger so that the Taicho can retain favor.

Playing the Migi Ude

When you pick the Migi Ude you are saying “I want the leader to give me dirty jobs and I want to do 
things that will likely anger the other motobushi.  The Migi Ude must walk a fine line between proving 
his usefulnees to the group and pissing off the other Pack members as much as possible.  While his 
powers can be extremely useful to the Pack's goals, they are also specifically designed to cause 
problems when he uses them.

Riding Position:  near the front, just behind the Shinmai if any are present, else directly behind the 
Taicho.

Migi Ude Abilities

Chain of Command (Keisostsu - Masked):  Against any other Pack member, your Concedes cannot be 
countered or escalated

Ki Trigger:  you butt heads with those higher up than you in Rank order.

Lesson Trigger:  Your conflict with those above you in Rank order causes misfortune for you or the 
Pack.

Primary Power – Dirty Work:  when acting under the direct orders of the Taicho, you gain a bonus 
draw at the beginning of the Duel for each other present-in-person member of the Pack who 
disapproves of your current course of action to the point of possible retaliation.

Secondary Power -  When you would take Stains for following the Taicho's orders, you can shift them 
to the Taicho instead, or to any other Packmate present near you at the time, without their consent.  You
can shift a maximum number of Stains equal to your Pack tier (1) per duel.

Fratricide Power:  If you do not get into a fight with a brother at least once per scenario, you gain non-
shiftable stains equal to your current Pack tier (1).  When Dueling a brother, you can spend their Stains 
as Ki.  If you lose, all their stains are moved to you.

Sword Technique – Dazzling Display:  When your opponent attempts a Counter, Block, or Escalate, 
force them to return their played card to their hand.  They cannot use that card again until their next 
turn.  You cannot use this against the last card in their hand.

Bike Technique –  if a Duel starts in Open terrain, you gain an additional draw equal to your Highway 
tier (1).  



BOSOZOKU – The Running Tribe
You are a full Pack member, and have gained enough recognition to have made a name for yourself, but
either you have yet to acquire a more specialized role or simply don't want the responsibility.

Playing the Bosozoku

When you pick the Bosozoku you are saying “I want to be part of the Pack but I also want to avoid 
major responsibilities and maintain my versatility.”  The character is balanced, and has no special 
duties or responsibilities other than loyalty and brotherhood to the other Pack members.  To be clear, 
the Bosozoku is NOT Shinmai, but a full member of the Pack, and should be treated accordingly.

Riding Position:  in the middle

Bosozoku Abilities

Chain of Command (Keisostsu - Masked):  Against any other Pack member, your Concedes cannot be 
countered or escalated

Ki Trigger:  You Concede in a duel

Lesson Trigger:  you Concede in the third stage of a duel and live.

Primary Power – Stamp Quickly and Pass Through the Wall of Iron:  the strike range on your 
Initiative card is increased by your Pack tier (1)

Secondary Power -  when a higher-ranked member gives you an order, you gain +1 strike range for 
Duels and Techniques in service to that order if you act immediately.  If you ignore the order or delay 
taking action, replenish Ki equal to your Pack tier (1)

Fratricide Power:  When you kill a Brother in a Duel, record a Lesson, then immediately replenish Ki 
equal to their social rank within the pack (1 for Shinmai, 2 for Keisotsu, 3 for Junchou, or 4 for 
Taicho).  Then immediately increase your Ki pool by 1.

Sword Technique – Vicious Strike – spend Ki equal to your Sword tier (1).  Your strike range for this 
action is increased by the amount of Ki spent.  Aside from the above, this technique does not have a 
standard Ki cost (you don't have to spend an additional point in order to activate it.).

Bike Technique – reduce the total Operations repair costs to your Bike by your current Highway tier (1)
to a minimum of 1.  Additionally, each Flashback replenishes extra Ki equal to your Highway tier (1)



SHINMAI – The Prospect
The Shinmai is the new guy, petitioning to join the ranks of the Pack, but not yet a full member.  You 
are routinely sent on minor and potentially embarrassing errands considered to be beneath the other 
Pack members.  As the newest candidate for membership, you are also at the beck and call of every 
other member of the Pack.  It is up to you to earn their respect.

Playing the Shinmai

When you pick the Shinmai you are saying “I want to perform the Pack's errands, to earn respect by 
climbing up from the bottom.”  You are going to be the one doing the stupid and burdensome errands 
and you are going to love every minute of it.  Being the low woman on the totem pole has its 
advantages, and it is likely that you will cause many problems that others will have to clean up.

Riding Position – behind the Taicho but ahead of the others so the Pack may judge your worth.

Shinmai Abilities

Chain of Command (Shinmai - Prospect):  against any other Pack members you can play an Ace as a 14
or a 1.  Choose after reveal.

Ki Trigger:  You deliver an impromptu one-liner which others feel is truly quoteworthy.

Lesson Trigger:  you deliver an impromptu epic monologue that rouses your allies to feats of honor and
greatness.

Primary Power – The Low Road:  you can counter any Ace with a two or a three.

Secondary Power -  in each new game scenario, you can ignore the first Stains you earn, up to your 
Current pack tier (1).

Fratricide Power:  When you kill a Brother in a Duel, you immediately earn your fourth tier role 
technique, and the Pack must immediately decide whether or not you die or earn your Mask

Sword Technique – Split the Hair – your next strike cuts so close that your opponent can only counter 
or escalate by spending 1 Ki or discarding one card.

Bike Technique – When Stunting in Rugged terrain, your Strike Range is increased by your current 
Highway tier (1).
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